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GeM  Availability  Bepon and  past transaction  summary  report is generated  based on the specifications

searched by the  Buyer. The  specification  may be  modified  appropriately for searching  relevant

categories on  GeM.  Buyer  may  navigate to  GeM  category page by clicking on the category link to view

category specifications and  products/services available  in the category.

Order Count and Order Value displayed is on a cumulalive basis since GeM  inception.

1. Search  String:  LEVOSALBUTAMOL  BESPULES

Search type:  Product

Search  Besult:  Category  not available  on  GeM  for the text string  searched by the  buyer.

This is a one-time  requirement hence  new category creation  is  not proposed / or requirement is

recurring  but request for  new category creation win be submitted  separately post generation of

GeMABPTS.

2. Search  String: TABLET CPM+PHENYLEPHRINE HCL+PARACETAMOL

Search type:  Product

1.   There are categories available on  GeM  matchmg  your requirements (as listed  here).  You can

create a bid on  GCM  with  a product closest matching your required  specifications and add

additional  parameters  ir,  specifications through  Corrigendum  using  RMS functionality.

2.   If you  feel that categctiy TP needs  updating  you can  submit category updating  request also

through  F"S.
3.   If you  do  not want to  use any of the above  option  and want to  proceed tor procurement outside

GeM.  please suggest the  specifications of the  required  product for creation J`)f  new category on

GeM  for future  procurement.

Search  Result:  Category available/suggested on  GeM  but marked  as "not matching  requirements" by the

buyer with  undertaking  as  under:

It is cer(ified that  I  have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM  and  I  am

s;tisfied that the product requ;red  is not covered  I does ni3t fall in any of the suggested cp:e_g`o,:ies and

can not be procured  Lirider any of these categories even after Inclusion of List of va.I.:e?( ,LC:Y,)

wherevei  posslble  in categcjry specifications of suggested categorles   lt ls also certified that the
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specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
This is a one-time

recurring but request for
ecification parameters using  ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories.

requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMAF?PTS.

Order count                  Order value (in Lakhs)

Catalog      Direct      Pleverse                Direct      Reverse
CategoryName                    Count    Purchase  Auction   Bid   Purchase  Auction      Bid

PABACETAMOL                                                    2                 188                   0        0

Tablet computers                                            619                793                71584

PARACETAMOL+lBUPFIOFEN                   2                   62                   0        0

DICYCLOMINE  +
PARACETAMOL

ACECLOFENAC +
PAF}AC ETAMOL

Tablet Based  Biometric
Attendance System

PARACETAMOL SYRUP

Graphics Tablet

Ankle CPM

PAF}ACETAMOL+DICLOFENAC
SODIUM

1                    40                   0        0

1                    57                   0        0

644            4,778                19   304

i                  103                    0         0

165               1,518                   11       83

6000

2                  53                 0       0

299                 0             0

738         3,527   20,176

4400

1800

3800

i,199                20         509

8200

935               32         229

000

33 00

3. Search  String: TABLET  NIMESULIDE 100MG+PARACETAMOL 325MG

Search type:  Product

1.   There are categories available on GeM  matching your requirements (as listed  here). You can

create a bid on  GeM with  a product closest matching your required specifications and add

additional  parameters  in  spec'ifications through  Corrigendum  using  RMS functionality.

2.   If you feel that category TP needs updating  you  can  submit category updating  request also

through  F"S.
3.   If you do  not want to  use any of the above option  and want to  proceed for procurement outside

GeM,  please suggest the  specifications of the  required  product for creation  of  new category on

GeM  for future  procurement.

Search  Result:  Category available/suggested on  GeM  but marked  as  "not matching  requirements" by the

buyer with  undertaking  as under:

It is certified that  I  have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM  and  I  am

satisfled that the product requlred  ls not covered / does not fall ln  any of the suggested ca:e_g.o.:ies and
can not be procured  under any of these categories even  after inclusion of List of Val.ues(  LOV.)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories.  It is also certified. t.rat the

technical specification  requirement are such that these can not be covered eve_n by.adding
specification parameters using ATc jn any of the GeM suggested categories.  This is a one-time           N
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hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for

w category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Category Name

Envelopes as per ls:13892

Nimesulide

Online Ups-ls:9000

PAF`ACETAMOL+DICLOFENAC
SODIUM

poly carbonate lathi

PARACETAMOL + lBUPFIOFEN

PARACETAMOL

DICYCLOMINE +
PAF3ACETAMOL

CEFIXIME

Order count                    Order value (in Lakhs)

Catalog      Direct      Reverse                   Direct      Reverse
Count    Purchase   Auction     Bid     Purchase   Auction      Bid

19,859          90,173              2151,701              6,736              414          490

2600000

44,282          17,505             479   3,927          23,630         3,06112,566

2530

322               334                 3

2620

2                  188                    0

1400

4                 129                   0

033

29                  187

044

0299

018

0168

00

217

00

00

00

00

4. Search String: CAPSULES ITF}ACONAZOL 200MG

Search type:  Product

1.   There are categories available on  GeM  matching your requirements  (as  listed  here). You  can

create a bid on  GeM  with  a product closest matching your required  specifications and add

additional  parameters  in  specifications through  Corrigendum  using  HMS functionality.

2.   If you feel that category TP needs  updating  you can  submit category updating  request also

through  F"S.
3.   If you  do  not want to  use  any of the above option  and want to  proceed for procurement outside

GeM,  please suggest the specifications of the  required  product for creation  of  new category on

GeM for future procurement.

Search  Besult: Category available/suggested on  GeM  but marked  as "not matching  requirements" by the

buyer with  undertaking  as  under:

It is certified that  I  have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM  and  I  am

satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and
can not be procured  under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values(  LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories.  It is also certified that the

technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMAFIPTS.

Order count                   Order value (in Lakhs)

Catalog        Direct        Reverse                     Direct       Reverse
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Category Name
EI

Buffer Capsules

Ashwagandha
Capsules

lBUPF}OFEN

Forskolin Capsules

inks

Caffeine Capsules

OFLOXACIN

Curcumin Capsules

Diaries-Printed-Plain-

F`egister--ls  1848

Garcinia Capsules

Count     Purchase     Auction       Bid    Purchase   Auction    Bid

5                        5                        0             1-                     0                      0         0

0000000

3                  24                     0           0                    3                   0       0

0000000

17,782             6,016                       7         64                355                    1         8

0000000

5                   63                     0           0                  30                   0        0

0000000

19,752      2,04,754                 248   2,656          15,177                 70   818

0000000

5. Search  String:  CAPSULE VITAMIN  B-COIVIPLEX+  PROBIOTICS

Search type:  Product

1.   There are categories available on  GeM  matching your requirements  (as  listed  here). You  can

create a bid  on GeM  with  a product closest matching your required specifications and  add

additional  parameters  in  specifications through  Corrigendum  using  F}MS functionality.

2.   If you feel that category TP needs updating  you  can  submit category updating  request also

through  BMS.

3.   If you  do  not want to  use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside

GeM,  please  suggest the  specifications of the  required  product for creation  of  new category on

GeM for future procurement.

Search  Result:  Category available/suggested on  GeM  but marked  as "not matching  requirements" by the

buyer with  imdertaking  as under:

lt is certified that  I  have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM  and  I  am

satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested categories and

can riot be procured  under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values(  LOV)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories.  It is also certified that the

technical specification requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation  of GeMAF3PTS.

Category Name

Vitamin  D3 Capsules

Veterinary Vitamin And

Order count                Order value (in Lakhs)

Catalog       Direct       F}everse                 Direct      Reverse
Count    Purchase    Auction    Bid   Purchase   Auction   Bid

0000000



e ral  Mixture-

its :1664 :2002

Vitamin  86 Capsules

books

Probiotics 50  Billion  CFUs

Capsules

Probiotics  10  Billion  CFUs

Capsules

531              1,942                      8      93    -1,247              231762

0000000

13,784          11,650                     4   461                  835                20   355

0000000

0000000

91pefr
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GeMAvailabilityReportandpasttransactlonsummaryreportisgeneratedbasedonthespecifications

searchedbytheBuyer.Thespecificationmaybemodifiedappropriatelyforsearchingrelevant

categoriesonGeM.BuyermaynavlgatetoGeMcategorypagebyclickingonthecategorylinktoview

category specifications and products/services available in the category.

OrderCountandOrderValuedisplayedlsonacumulativebasissinceGeMinception.

1. Search  String:  DF}lED ALUMINIUM  HYDF}OXIDE+MAGNEsluM  CARBONATE+ACTIVATED

DIMETHICONE

Search type:  Product

1.   There are categories available on  GeM  matching your  requirements (as listed  here). You can

createabidonGeMwithaproductclosestmatchingyourrequiredspecificationsandadd
additional parameters in  specifications through  Corrigendum  using  RMS functionality.

2.„youfeelthatcategoryTPneedsupdatingyou'cansubmitcategoryupdatingrequestalso
through  RMS.

3.Ifyoudonotwanttouseanyoftheaboveoptionandwanttoproceedforprocurementoutside
GeM,pleasesuggestthespecificationsoftherequiredproductforcreationofnewcategoryon

GeM  for future  procurement.

SearchF{esult:Categoryavallable/suggestedonGeMbutmarkedas"notmatchingrequirements"bythe

buyer with  undertaking  as under:

itiscertifiedthatlhavethoroughlycheckedallprob=b'ecat.e,g?r.j=S__S:g_3=:the:,:nynfeet:riarna:;nan:€Its:St,Cs::t:T':haa[tnt=`e';:%Cu:'t':£quu:;:':,V:.;;;`::;er;d-/doesnot,I-=l_lI:_::^!^o.ft^:i,S.:gn:F/Sat::a=f:e%:;'esand
Sca:'nsT:i::a;;':5cuHr'eu;:Uns.:Y:;.;:ft-he-se-catego.rlesever=ft_e_r.:n^C!:.S^':n,+°.,i.L:::n° fr:::f%ds(thLa£Y!\
Cwahner:e°:eurcp%s%;ec:nu=£t-e::;;;p;c|;i==ti-;ns-of suggested_?a_t=90Lr:e^S^\:::SaAa'=:Dcnerht:,fj=dd;:nan"he

::'ce;:,:ce:,::=°c'i;=a;'i*;:ir.rJeriis-taresucht_h=U-h~es.e.Car_n_O_t.P=::+V^e^r=:beeveTnh:cyj<adad:nnget=pC::1,'f%=t:opncu;I:aa::;i;sY::,-n.d'-A;i|;=nyofth_=P_e_y_S.u^g^g,e^S,terda:=treagm°:jnets,.QTr:::Ljjrsr,:a°::;t:gael
Srpeeqc:%a%::tphd:nd:='%=;':gg;;;cr.i.a;'p'n;s;;tLp:op=s~:-d~j:O^r,r.e+:nu:Irnefmn.eanhtAI;£pCTUIr'ngbutrequestf°r
rnceH:'ccg;i:;r';:;:Vat'i;;.;ir-;:-s;bmittedseparate|ypostgenerationofGeMARPTS.
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Category Name

Light Magnesium Carbonate

Fire Breathing Apparatus

(SCBA-EN  137)

Magnesium
Carbonate(Heavy)(OFB)

Aluminium And Aluminium

Alloy Bare  Foil  For Food
Packaging-ls:15392

Copper carbonate

ALUMINIUM OXIDE

ACTIVATED  BALL

Aluminium Hydroxide as per
ls :10896

Order count               Order value (in Lakhs)

Catalog      Direct      Reverse               Direct      Reverse
Count    Purchase  Auction   Bid   Purchase  Auction   Bid

0000

208                   39                13     80

2000

147                945                  6     20

1000

0000

7                    14                   0        0

000

95             235  528

000

140                   5        9

000

000

300

2. Search String: TABLET  MONTELUKAST 10MG

Search type:  Product

1.   There are categories available on  GeM  matching your  requirements  (as listed  here). You can

create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add

additional  parameters  in  specifications through  Corrigendum  using  HMS functionality.

2.   If you feel that category TP needs updating you  can submit category updating  request also

through  F}MS.

3.   If you do not want to  use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on

GeM for future  procurement.

Search  Result: Category available/suggested on GeM but marked as "not matching  requirements" by the
buyer with  undertaking  as under:

lt ls certified that I have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and  I am

satisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the suggested cate_g.o.:ies and
can not be procured under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Valye?( .LOV.)
wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories.  It is also certified t.rat the

technical specification  requirement are such that these can not be covered eve_n by.adding
speciflcation parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories.. This is.a o:e:time
;equirement.hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirem_en.t.is:e_c~u_rring but request for
new category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMAFIPTS.

Order Count Order Value (in Lakhs)



/
tL,„ Category Name

Graphics Tablet

Tablet Computers

Oligonucleotides
PCR Primer

tablet icds

Desktop
Computers

Hugged Tablet

Proteinase K

Education Tablet

Online Ups-
ls:9000

Rotary Tablet
Manufacturing
Machine

Catalog       Direct       Fzeverse                       Direct      F}everse
Count    Purchase   Auction       Bid      Purchase   Auction        Bid

165               1,518

619                793

33

50                 127

17,107          43,685

522

147

30

44,282          17,505

00

11             83                 935                32             229

71          584                738         3,527      20,176

00

112

000

79                 11                  56

1,51113,500          81,393       43,0861,35,680

38

00

00

5559

20

00

479     3,927          23,630         3,061       12,566

00 00

3. Seal.ch  String: TABLET VALDAGLIPTIN 50MG+METFOFtMIN 500MG

Search type:  Product

1.   There are categories available on  GeM  matching your requirements (as listed  here). You can

create a bid on GeM with a product closest matching your required specifications and add

additional parameters in  specifications through  Corrigendum  using  RMS functionality.

2.   If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating  request also

through  HMS.

3.   If you do not want to  use any of the above option and want to proceed for procurement outside
GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on

GeM for future  procurement.

Search  Besult: Category available/suggested on GeM  but marked as "not matching  requirements" by the
buyer with  undertaking  as under:

lt is certified that I  have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and  I an:

i;tis;led that the product requ;red is not covered / does not fall in any of tpe sugg??tFd cp:e_g`o,:ies and
can not be proc;red under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of va.I,:e?(..LC:Y.)
wherever bossible in category specifications of suggested categories.  It is also ce:tified. i,rat the

technical .specification requirement are such that these can not be covered eve_n. Py,adding
specificati6n parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories.. This is.a o:e:ti_:_e-;-e-q-uirement.hence new cate6ory creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
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category creation will be submitted separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Category Name

Online  Ups-ls:9000

LEVOFLOXACIN

Prefab shelter using
PU F panels of different
sizes

CIPBOFLOXACIN

Power Cable For Direct
Burial Xlpe Ugac
Cable-ls:  10418

EFtYTHPOMYCIN
STEF3ATE

Hammers-ls 841 :1983

CEFOPERAZONE +
SULBACTAM

ELECTRONIC  MAIL
AND  MESSAGING
SOFTWARE

METFOPMIN

Order count                    Order value (in Lakhs)

Catalog      Direct      Reverse                   Direct      Reverse
Count    Purchase   Auction     Bid    Purchase   Auction      Bid

44,282          17,505             479   3,927          23,630         3,06112,566

4                 65                 0           0

878

6106

04

00

2700

330

1160

15,533          15,072              399   3,759          14,404         3,18915,655

2000 00

i,157            4,824                   9       139                360                  5            50

3                  40                  0           0

136                      10

2125

230

11           16                       8              666          209

00 1000

4. Search String:  CAPSULE TAMSULOSIN 0.4MG

Search type:  Product

1.   There are categories available on  GeM  matching your  requirements  (as listed  here). You can

create a bid on  GeM with  a product closest  matching your required  specifications and  add

additional  parameters in  specifications through  Corrigendum  using  F"S functionality.

2.   If you feel that category TP needs updating you can submit category updating  request also

through  F`MS.

3.   If you do not want to  use any of the above option  and want to proceed for procurement outside

GeM, please suggest the specifications of the required product for creation of new category on

GeM  for future  procurement.

Search  Pesult: Category available/suggested on GeM  but marked as "not matching  requirements" by the

buyer with  undertaking  as  under:

It is certified that I  have thoroughly checked all probable categories suggested by GeM and  I am

ouELatr



tisfied that the product required is not covered / does not fall in any of the

tan
suggested categories and

not be procured  under any of these categories even after inclusion of List of Values(  LOV)

wherever possible in category specifications of suggested categories.  It is also certified that the

technical specification  requirement are such that these can not be covered even by adding
specification parameters using ATC in any of the GeM suggested categories. This is a one-time
requirement hence new category creation is not proposed / or requirement is recurring but request for
new category creation will be submittecl separately post generation of GeMARPTS.

Category Name

Cement Capsule

Online  Ups-ls:9000

Resin Capsule

CEPHALEXIN

Capsule Bottle

Tissue Processing
Capsule

OMEPRAZOLE +
DOMPERIDONE

Water Detector
Capsule

Plain Copier Paper-
ls:14490

Empty Capsule
Shells

Order count                      Order value (in Lakhs)

Catalog       Direct       Reverse                    Direct      Reverse
Count     Purchase    Auction      Bid    Purchase   Auction       Bid

17                        0                        0             1                         0

44,282          17,505               479   3,927         23,630

5301

5170

220

00

144

215

17,737       1,65,105

00

016

00

00

064

02

02

3,061    12,566

90

00

00

00

00

00

557   4,778         35,774           1,885     7,303

00 00
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